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THE ORIGIN of this paper was a question of Atiyah. He asked whether the condition that the 
restriction map give an isomorphism between the cohomology mod. p of a finite group G 
and that of a Sylow p-subgroup was sufficient for the existence of a normal p-complement 
in G. (The necessity of the condition is obvious, because the restriction to a subgroup 
having a normal complement is always surjective, and it will be injective as well if the index 
of the subgroup is prime to the order of the coefficient group.) John Thompson pointed 
out that the answer to Atiyah’s question was yes, and that one need only require an iso- 
morphism of cohomology in dimension 1, in view of the corollary below, which has been 
proved for odd primes p by Huppert [2, Lemma (1.3)] and for.p = 2 by Thompson himself 
(unpublished). Huppert’s proof uses the main result of Thompson’s thesis, but the cohomo- 
logical point of view leads to a short proof of a somewhat more general statement, which I 
would like to present here in memory of Arnold Shapiro. Indeed a key step in the proof, 
the injectivity of the restriction map g2 in diagram (*) below, can be derived from “Shapiro’s 
lemma” relating the cohomology of a subgroup to that of the group. 
Let p be a positive integer (not necessarily prime) fixed throughout our discussion. 
For each finite group G we define a descending sequence of normal subgroups G,, as 
follows : 
Go = G, %+I = (GAPE ‘%I for n r 0, 
and we let G, = nzzoG,. Thus, G/G, is the maximal quotient group of G which is abelian 
of exponent p, and G/G, is the maximal quotient group of G which is nilpotent and 
p-primary. 
THEOREM. Let G be ajinite group and S a subgroup of indexprime top. If S, = S n G,, 
then S,, = S n G,, for all n, and S, = S n G,. 
If p is a prime and S a p-group, then S, = (1). Hence, restating the theorem in a 
special case we obtain: 
COROLLARY. Suppose p is a prime, and S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If S, = S n G1 
(that is, if S/S, w G/G,), then Sn G, = {l] (that is, G, is a normalp-complement i  G), 
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To prove the theorem we begin by considering an arbitrary normal subgroup N of G 
such that SN = G. Writing M = N n S, we have an exact commutative diagram 
(*) 0 --, H'(G/N) + H'(G) + H1(N)G'N A H'(G/N) + H'(G) 
211 ~711 hj .fj 
where H(X) denotes the cohomology of the group X with coefficients 
mod. p). Thus for example 
(I) H’(G) cz Hom(G, Z/pZ) N” Hom(G/G,, Z/pZ), 
Z/pZ (integers 
and by duality, G/G, can be identified with the character group of HI(G). Similarly we have 
(2) H1(N)G’N z Homo,N(N/N19 Z/pZ) = Hom(N/NPCG, NJ Z/PZ), 
and N/Np[G, N] is the character group of H1(N) G’N. The exact horizontal rows in our 
diagram (*) come from the corner of the spectral sequence H(G/N, H(N)) =E- H(G), and are 
discussed in [I, pp. 129-1301. However, all the horizontal arrows are “natural”, except 
possibly for the transgression, t, and the exactness can be checked directly with standard 
cochain computations, using the fact that the transgression carries an element c E H1(N)G’N 
into (f&(a), where (f,)* : H’(G/N, N/N,) + H’(G, Z/pZ) = H’(G) is the cohomology map 
induced by the (G/N)-homomorphism f, : N/N1 + Z/pZ corresponding to c under the iso- 
morphism (2). 
The vertical arrows in the diagram (*) are restrictions. As indicated in the diagram, 
the maps fr and f2 are bijections, because S/M w SN/N = G/N. The maps g1 and g2 are 
injections, because(G : S)is prime top (recall that there exist “transfer” maps ri : H’(S) + H ‘G 
such that zi 0 gi = (G : S)). Suppose now that S, = Sn Gr, i.e. that the map S/S, + 
G/G, is injective. Then by duality, using (l), we can conclude that g1 is surjective as well 
as injective. From the five lemma it follows that h1 is bijective. By duality again, using (2), 
we see that the inclusion M c N induces an isomorphism M/Mp[S, M] w N/NP[G, N], and 
consequently Mp[S, M] = Mn Np[G, N] = S n NP[G, N]. Now let N = G,, for some 
integer n > 0. If S,, = S n G, (= M), then our last equation reads S, + 1 = S n G,, + 1. By 
induction onn we conclude S,, = S n G,, for all II, and S, = r),(S n G,) = S n n,G, = S n G, 
as was to be shown. 
For what it is worth, we note that without assuming the surjectivity of gl, easy diagram 
chasing in (*) shows that gr and h1 have isomorphic cokernels. By duality we obtain 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a$nite group, p a natural number, S a subgroup of index prime to 
p, and N a normal subgroup such that SN = G. If M = S n N, the inclusion M c S induces an 
isomorphism 
M n NP[G, N] ~ S n GP[G, G] 
MpCS, Ml spcs, xl 
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